1. The general quadratic forms in three and four variables can be transformed into xi Xi -x\ and Xi x2 -x8 Xi respectively, and hence are expressible as determinants of order 2. Since any binary form of degree r is a product of r linear forms, it is expressible as an r-rowed determinant whose elements outside the main diagonal are all zero. It was proved geometrically by H. Schröter t and more simply by L. Cremona $ that a sufficiently general cubic surface/ = 0 is the locus of the intersections of corresponding planes of three projective bundles of planes:
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kIh + X/,-2 + uhs = 0 (¿ = 1,2,3), where k , X, u are parameters and the kj are linear homogeneous functions! of Xi, • • •, Xi. Hence / = 0 has the determinantal form ¡ Uj \ = 0. Taking Xi = 0, we see that a general cubic curve is expressible in determinantal form. I shall prove that every plane curve is expressible in determinantal form and that, aside from the cases mentioned above, no further general homogeneous polynomial is expressible in determinantal form.
The case of quartic surfaces was discussed erroneously by Jessop.|| His argument would apply equally well to the determinant 7) whose 16 elements are binary linear forms and show that D can be given a form containing a single parameter, whereas every binary quartic can be expressed in the form D.
A new theory of equivalence of pairs of bilinear forms is given in § 9. 2. Theorem 1. When the number of terms in the general form of degree r in n variables (n > 2) exceeds (n -2)r2 -\-2, it is not expressible as a determinant whose elements are linear forms.
[April Let T> be any r-rowed determinant whose elements are linear homogeneous functions of xx. • • ■ , .r". We may express the matrix M of D in the form .Vi J7i + • • • + .r" J/", where each M¡ is a matrix whose r elements are constants.
Evidently I) is at most multiplied by a constant not zero if we interchange any two rows or any two columns, or multiply the elements of any row or column by a constant not zero, or add to the elements of any row (or column) the products of the elements of any other row (or column) by a constant. The effect on M of any succession of such " elementary transformations " is known to be the same as forming the product AMB, where A and B are constant matrices whose determinants are not zero.
If the determinant of Mx is zero, D lacks .r, and will not represent the general form. Hence J/i has an inverse J7f' such that Mi MTl is the identity matrix 7. whose matrix is B, transformation (1) becomes a transformation on the n's whose matrix is easily verified* to be B~x X2 B. Naturally we desire that as many as possible of the t/'s shall be transformed into mere multiples of themselves.
Hence we seek functions n = 20* £¿ such that rj' = Xt; under transformation (1); the conditions are evidently r ¡C ßi an = \ßj U = l,~-,r).
Thus X must be a root of the characteristic equation Linear Groups, Teubner, 1901, p. 80 .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of transformation (1). When X is any root, the above conditions are known to have solutions ßi, ■ ■ ■, ßT not all zero, so that n' = X77. If in the last determinant we replace X by -xi/x2 and multiply the elements of each row by Xi, we obtain Denote its matrix P-1 Nt B by P2. Similarly, denote Tf-1 A7/ B by P¡.
Hence our matrix N (and thus M ) has been reduced to
For n > 2, the further normalization of P is to be accomplished by means of a matrix K such that 7Í-1 P2 K -P2. But the only linear transformation commutative with (2), in which Xi, • ■ •, Xr are distinct, is seen at once to be
where the ¿'s need not be distinct, but each is 4= 0. If
is the transformation whose matrix is P», and if K is the matrix of (3), then, in view of the above interpretation, K~l P3 K is the matrix of r kti = H TCij ti (< -1, •••, r; f« -fe u<).
;=i Ki
Thus the maximum simplification possible in P8, • • •, P" is to make r -1 non-vanishing elements take the value unity, so that at most ( n -2 ) r2 -( r -1 ) parameters appear in their canonical forms. Taking account also of Xi, • • •, Xr and of the factor initially removed from D, we conclude * Ibid., p. 222.
that D can be given a form containing at most (n -2)r2+2 parameters. A generalization of Theorem 1 is given in § 10.
3. The number of terms in the general form of degree r in n variables is known to be the binomial coefficient
This follows by two-fold induction since in e::72K+r2R+rl).
the first symbol therefore enumerates the terms with the factor xn and the second symbol enumerates the terms lacking xn. 4-By § § 2-3, the general form of degree r in n variables (n > 2) is not expressible in determinantal form if rr1) (4) \ r )> (n-2)>*+2-If r = 2, this condition reduces to(n -3 ) ( » -4 ) > 0. Ifr=3,itis n3 + 3re2 -52n + 96 > 0 and holds when n ¡£ 5. If r =ï 4 and n S 7, we have
(n-1)! since we have replaced r by 4 in all but the last two factors. The factors n -1, n -2, • • • ,7 (which are absent if n = 7 ) may be cancelled. We get (n+3)(n+2)(n+l)n(r+2)(r+l)/6!, which will exceed t = (n-2)r2+ 2, since (n -2) (r + 2) (r + 1 ) > t, provided (»+ 3)(n+ 2)(n+ l)n/6! £n-2.
The latter may be written in the form in -7) in3 + 13n2 + 102») + 1440 ^ 0.
It remains to treat the cases n Si 6. For n = 3, (4) fails if r S 2, since (r12)Sir2+2 for (r -1) (r -2) g 0. But for n = 4, (4) holds if ( r -f-1 ) ( r -2)(r -3) > 0. For n = 5 and n = 6, (4) becomes respectively r4 + 10r3 -37r2 + 50r -24 > 0, r5 + 15r" + 85r3 -255r + 274r -120 > 0, each of which evidently holds if r ¡£ 3. Hence we have Theorem 2. The general form of degree r in n variables, n > 2, is not expressible in determinantal form z/r=2or3,n>4, and if r i£ 4, n S 4, awd Aence unless n = 3, r any, orw = 4,r=2or3.
5. Since general,quadric and cubic surfaces are expressible in determinantal form ( § 1), there remains only the case n = 3.
For n = r = 3, we may employ the canonical forms,* omitting those with a linear factor ( § 6) : 6. The following method enables us to express the equation / = 0 of any plane curve of order r as a determinant of order r whose elements are linear functions of x, y, z. It will suffice to prove this for irreducible forms /. For, if/ = /i/2, where /¿ is of degree r, and is expressible as a determinant of order r, of matrix Mi, then / equals the determinant of the matrix
where 0 is a matrix all of whose elements are zero.
* P. Gordan, these Transactions, vol. 1 (1900), p. 402. t Miller, Blichfeldt and Dickson, Finite Groups, 1916, p. 355. [April We suppose merely that / has no repeated factor.
Then there exists a straight line which cuts the curve in r distinct points.* Take it as the side z = 0 of a triangle of reference. Take as the side y = 0 any line not meeting z = 0 at one of its r intersections with the curve. Then (1,0,0) is not on the curve, and the coefficient of xz in / may be assumed to be unity. Hence, for z = 0, / reduces to a product Xx X2 • • • XT oi r distinct linear functions Xi = x + \i y. Thus
where Fk is a binary form of order r -k. We shall prove that every such form /, in which Xi, • • •, X, are distinct, can be expressed as a determinant of the type suggested by § 2:
There are ^(r+2)(r+l) coefficients in a general ternary form of order r.
In (5) we have identified f(x,y,0) with Zi -Xr, thus fixing r + 1 coefficients; there remain § (r2 + r) coefficients. Hence the identification of (6) with (5) involves as many conditions as there are c# in and below the main diagonal. Accordingly we shall assign simple values to the remaining c¿>:
This choice is in accord with the general theory in §2, where it was shown that, without altering determinant (6), we may assign the value unity to r -1 non-vanishing c's.
We proceed to prove that the c"-(j Si i) can be uniquely determined so that determinant (6), subject to (7), becomes identical with any given form (5). Use is made of the known expansion of an " axial " determinant (6). First, the terms linear in z are [April which is to be identified with a given binary form of order r -k. The conditions obtained by taking in turn Xi = 0, • • •, Xr-k+x = 0 determine these c's in turn. Hence the induction is complete. It remains to prove the statement regarding any determinant D which has at least one zero element c just above the main diagonal.
Then, by (7), zero is the value of every element of D which lies in the rectangle bounded by c and the elements above it and the elements to the right of it. Hence D is the product of two principal minors (each having its diagonal elements on the main diagonal of D ). In case either minor has a zero element just above its diagonal, it decomposes similarly into a product of principal minors. Hence D is a product of two or more principal minors each of which has either a single element c« or is a principal minor P all of whose t elements just above the diagonal are equal to unity. If the diagonal elements of such a ( t + 1 )-rowed P are Ca \Z Xi, tm , %n , , tw ) , then, by (7),
so that the maximum difference of subscripts in any element of P is iw -ii = t. Since P has fewer rows than D, t + 1 < k, and t Si k -2. Hence by the hypothesis for the induction, every element of P is among those previously determined. in which the elements just above the main diagonal equal z and the remaining elements above the diagonal equal zero. 7. The problem for quadratic forms may be treated with attention to rationality.
A determinant of order 2 or 3, whose elements are linear forms in x, y, z, w with coefficients in a given field F (or domain of rationality) evidently vanishes for a set of values, not all zero, in F. Hence a quadric surface which is representable as such a determinant must have a point with coordinates in F, which may be taken to be ( 1, 0, 0, 0 ) . If the surface is not a cone, the coefficient of x may be taken as the new variable y. Then by adding to x a suitable linear function of y, z, w, we obtain xy + Q(z, w), where Q is a binary quadratic form with coefficients in P. A determinant representing it can evidently be given the form
where A is free of x, while B and C are free of x and y. Thus .4 = 0, and the condition is that «3 have linear factors with coefficients in F, so that the tangent plane y = 0at (l,0,0,0) cuts the surface in rational lines. For a cone or conic, we note that a ternary quadratic form which lacks x2 can be transformed rationally* into xy + az2 or Q(y, z). But every binary form can be expressed rationally in determinantal form: Theorem 4. Every binary form can be expressed rationally in determinantal form. A rational quadric surface not a cone can be expressed rationally in determinantal form if and only if it has a rational point the tangent plane at which cuts the surface in rational lines. A conic (or quadric cone) can be represented rationally in determinantal form if and only if it has a rational point (not the vertex).
If we desire to ignore irrationalities, we take F to be the field of all complex numbers. A summary of our results gives Theorem 5. Every binary form, every ternary form, every quaternary quadratic form, and a sufficiently general quaternary cubic form can be expressed in determinantal form. No further general form has this property.
I have treated elsewheref the problem of quaternary cubic forms with attention to rationality.
The number 20 of coefficients equals the number of disposable parameters in the determinant ( § 2), and the problem depends in general upon the solution of a single algebraic equation. The notations suggested by § 2 are less convenient for this problem than those used in the paper cited.
8. We shall examine briefly the conditions under which a given rational ternary cubic form T is expressible rationally in determinant form. If T [April vanishes at a rational point, the problem has been treated fully in the paper last cited. In the contrary case, we may assume that the coefficient of a-3 is unity and that the terms in .r y and x1 z are lacking. The matrix of the determinant may be taken to be a-i 7 + x2 X2 + zN3, where xi = x, x2 = y. Since T is not zero at a rational point, j xx I + x2 A21 =)= 0 when a-i and x2 are rational and not both zero. As shown in § 2, the characteristic equation of N2 therefore has no rational root, and hence has a single invariant factor X3 -ak -ß, so that there exists ( § 9) a matrix of rational coefficients which transforms X2 into P2 and N3 into* P3:
The determinant of xi + yP2 + 2P3 will be identical with 
Thus P_1 serves as pre-factor and C as post-factor to convert M into M' and N into N', so that the pairs are equivalent. The ideas in this paper evidently apply also to the question of the equivalence of n-tuples of bilinear forms, and are being developed by one of my students. To verify this fact, we may take Xi = 0 in (8), since we may subtract Xi 7 from the matrix of (8); then the product of the modified (8) and (10) In § 2 we could specialize only this number r -loi parameters in the P, ( j > 2 ). We now have only t distinct X's instead of the former r. Hence the total number of parameters found in § 2 is the true maximum.
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